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      A bit of an experiment. Covers everything we need, contains good and helpful examples, other books were too boring. Explanations very clear and clever. Also: examples are broad enough in scope (not strictly psychological) to fit this course in our interdisciplinary programme.



  
          Mr Elmar Jansen




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a excellent text for students who are nervous around statistics. This is very readable text as a story and also provides the ability for staff to take content out of the book to teach in a more conventional style.




  
          Mrs Theresa Jane Waight




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent practical guide that is easily accessible to students in healthcare
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      Not aimed at appropriate level of students.




  
          Dr Mark Fulford




              


    
      



 


 
      This book seems like it is aimed at a younger audience. Although I found it very useful in parts I wonder if our mature students will respond well to the cartoon layout. I will use sections of the text to inform my teaching of the topic.
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      A good informative book. However, to detailed in many ways for my students.




  
          Dr John Donaghy




              


    
      



 


 
      A good introduction to key concepts in a novel and engaging format.
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      This is a must-have book for any students doing their dissertation project using statistics and quantitative methods. The book is easy to follow and very comprehensive.




  
          Mr Alfonso Pezzella
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